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With the rapid development of the mechanical manufacturing industry, metal 
wire produce has been widely used in various fields. Our country has already 
become a leading country with metal wire produce. However, the NC wire bending 
equipment of wire processing and key technology have been monopolized by 
foreign companies. In order to break this situation and promote the production 
efficiency on the domestic wire bending equipment, a homemade NC wire bending 
robot has been researched and developed, the key technology also have been 
mastered. This is a very vital significance for our country’s manufacture. 
According to the current situation of the domestic wire bending equipment and 
the forming process technology for bending, in this paper the methods of forming 
process have been research and the NC system which based on the open-architecture 
of “PC +motor controller” has been developed, the electrical system platform has 
been constructed and the CNC software has been programmed. The research 
contents of thesis are as following: 
1) Based on the result of anglicizing the forming process for wire bending, the 
mathematical model of complex curves has been constructed. The result of the 
kinematic relation about feed axis has been gotten and the error of the shaping has 
been evaluated, through those ways, the precision for the wire bending has been 
ensured. 
2) The design of the electronic control system has been accomplished and the 
key technology of NC system which based on the mechanical structure of wire 
bending robot and the principle of the open-architecture NC system has been 
researched. 
3) According to meet the demand of the CNC system function for wire bending 
robot, the function modules have been divided which utilizing the structuralized 
design method. The human computer interface has been designed. At the same time, 















the arrangement of the mission for coordinated module has been designed by 
multi-thread scheduling. 
4) The system integration testing has been accomplished through making use of 
the wire bending robot, which is matched with the developed CNC system. At the 
same time, the machining of the workpieces has been completed, especially the 
machining of the complex curve and the springs. 
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